






































































August 2nd, 2018 
 
 
 
Re: Testimony against the proposal of an outdoor café license at Calle Dao. 
 
 
Dear members of the Land Use Committee; 
 
I am writing today in opposition of the proposed outdoor tables and chairs that the operator of the 
restaurant Calle Dao is requesting. 
 
 
My understanding of how the previous restaurant operator Barchetta got a split lot ruling on their 
sidewalk tables was by calculating the feet from the 10th ave curb to where their basement storage 
rooms begin inside our coop! Not inside their restaurant but inside our coop in our basement. The 
storage room falls within 100 feet or so of the curb, but that is NOT the essence of the law to calculate in 
basement storage units (which are most likely in violation of city code as they use them as a backup 
prep area for their kitchen. No ventilation, only mice!)  
 
Between the 8 foot x 3 foot laundry room vent which is situated in the middle of the proposed outdoor 
café area and the lack of a proper 3 foot service isle or an ADA compliant access to this area. In addition,  
the approximate 8 foot x 5 foot tree pits, the bike racks, the sandwich boards, and the potted planters 
there is simply NO room for outdoor tables.  Barchetta used to move their tables in to the pedestrian 
sidewalk every day in order to avoid the air pushed out through the 24-hour laundry room vent. This 
establishment will have to do the same.  
You are setting them up for failure if you allow the tables and you are strapping our residents with the 
job of policing their illegal behavior.  It is also discouraging to think that an operator for profit would be 
considered over the publics need for more sidewalk space considering we now have over 5 Million 
visitors walking this block to the highline each year.  
 
 It is a terrible decision to grant any tables and will only prove to cause many complaints from hard 
working residents trying to get some rest at home after work. Why the City Council would want to grant 
an operator with a terrible track record permission to continue their bad behavior on our residential 
block will be inconceivable to our entire community. 
 
I would like to point out that there is not one outdoor table on 23rd street from the east river to 10th 
avenue. These are large residential blocks and London Terrace is a sum total of 2,178 apartments 
located on one full city block. That is a heck of a lot of potential complaints from one community.   
 
I encourage you to deny the request for any outdoor tables at this location.  
 
Thank you, 
Juliana Frei 
465 West 23rd street, apt 17A 
NYC, NY 10011 
London Terrace Towers Co-op Board Member 
Cell: 917 690 9661 





























































Testimony of Andy Humm, Secretary, London Terrace Tenants Association
415 - 425 - 435 - 445 - 455 W. 23rd St. and 420 - 430 - 440 - 450 - 460 W. 24th St.
917-972-9600 - andyhumm@aol.com

Re: Maxver LLC d/b/a Calle Dao Chelsea, 461 West 23rd Street (9/10 Avenues)

The London Terrace Tenants Association (LTTA), founded in 1953 and representing
1,000 rental units in London Terrace Gardens on W. 23rd St. and W. 24th St. between
9th and 10th Avenues, strongly urge you to deny the application from Maxcer LLC d/b/a
Calle Dao restaurant for an outdoor café. We are joined in our opposition by the London
Terrace Towers Owners (LTTO) in whose building Calle Dao sits and the unanimous
opposition of the Building Licenses Permits Committee of Community Board 4 and the
full board itself.

When we met with Marco Britti, the owner of the restaurant, prior to him obtaining his
liquor license for Calle Dao in 2017, we knew he had a bad track record as a neighbor
and had been denied licenses and permits before. In order to win our support and that
of the community board, he promised that he would NOT seek an outdoor café
unless it was supported by the LTTA, LTTO, and CB4. He signed this stipulation in
writing in his agreement with Community Board 4 along with other stipulations. He made
a written promise to a government body--our Community Board. Business owners that
lie to government bodies should be penalized, not rewarded with public space.

Now Mr. Britti wants to break his signed agreement with CB4. The lawyer who
obtained the inside liquor license, James D. Pasquale, has now abandoned him
because Mr. Britti is breaking the agreement he negotiated with the Community Board.
Mr. Britti not only has a history of violating stipulations at his other
establishments, he erected an illegally large storm enclosure at this current
location—again, after signing an agreement with the Community Board that he
would not erect ANY storm enclosure at all. What’s more, he kept his illegal storm
enclosure up beyond the April 15 deadline for removing all legal ones. And he is now
offering “bottomless brunches” after promising not to in his written agreement
with the Community Board. (See exhibit: Britti’s “Liquor License Stipulation
Application” to Community Board 4 signed by Britti on 4-18-17.)

Please see the attached article from The Midtown Gazette from 2013 where Mr.
Britti’s past violations with his Favela Cubana are documented:

“Dan Shulman, president of the Condominium Association, outlined the residents’
concerns, which are based on Favela Cubana’s model: ‘Britti signed his name to
Community Board 2’s stipulations,’ which oversees the Favela Cubana site, ‘that aren’t
followed. He explicitly signed a stipulation saying he will not serve alcohol on the
sidewalk café after 10 and the sliding doors must close at 10: 30.’

“But Favela Cubana patrons are served drinks until closing, according to Shulman, who
says that Britti has acknowledged to him that the eastside location serves drinks past
10:30, and allows dancing two nights a week without a cabaret license.



“Britti admits that the stipulations say ‘that on Monday- Thursday, I have to close the
doors and stop serving alcohol at 10 30.’ When asked if people get drinks later than
that, Britti responded ‘I never got a ticket or a violation for that.’

“As for dancing, he said, ‘Is dancing illegal?’”

This kind of behavior must not be rewarded by the City Council. The City Council
allowed a previous restaurant on this site, Barchetta—also represented by Mr. Britti’s
new attorney Donald Bernstein—to operate a sidewalk café and Barchetta violated all
stipulations with impunity, always staying open hours beyond the agreed upon closing
time to the great disturbance of the residents of London Terrace Towers and London
Terrace Gardens.

You give Mr. Britti an inch and he takes a mile. He has broken three written
stipulations at Calle Dao and has a history of violating them at his other
establishments.

For all these reasons, please reject the application for a sidewalk café for Calle Dao.
You would be imposing a nuisance on a block that is already inundated with literally
millions of tourists walking to and from the High Line on a block that used to be one of
the most peaceful in New York. Outside tables are not going to “save” Mr. Britti’s
restaurant, but they will impose an intolerable burden on residents just trying to get a
good night’s rest and enjoy the quiet comfort of our homes. Outside tables will also
attract smokers, subjecting residents of the building to a constant flow of second-hand
smoke and the attendant health hazard.

When you allow businesses to renege on their written agreements with a
government body you encourage other businesses to lie to get what they want
and breed disrespect for government itself.



Maryellen Carroll who lives just above Calle Dao in 465 W. 23rd St. testifies:

“Here is the vomiting and the man walked out from Calle. The people smoking is a
constant from there as well. The garbage as well.”

Illegal storm enclosure outside Calle Dao at 461 W. 23rd St. (Britti promised in writing
not to erect any storm enclosure. He erected an illegally large one. And left it up past
the April deadline for taking them down.) PHOTO: by Andy Humm
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Chelsea locals prevent new restaurant from opening

BY Rachel Benaim, September 15, 2013

Thursday night dancing at Favela Cubana, owned by Marco Britti, who wants to open Cuban Star in Midtown West.

The owner of a Cuban bar and restaurant slated to open on the ground-floor of a West
26th Street condominium is looking for a new home because of organized opposition from the
building’s condominium association.

Marco Britti attended the late August meeting of the Community Board 4 business licenses and
permits committee with his attorney, as did about 40 local residents, who delivered a petition
with 249 signatures from both area residents and business owners. Britti, complaining that he’d
been “publically embarrassed,” skipped the September meeting and says he is now looking for
a new venue on the opposite side of 26th Street, which falls instead under Community Board
5’s jurisdiction.

At the August meeting, Britti, the operator of the Village’s Favela Cubana, was denied his
application for a liquor license for a 96-person bar and restaurant, Cuban Star, at 150 W.
26th Street between 6th and 7thavenues, and was instructed to re-submit at the full board’s
September meeting. He and his attorney, James DiPasquale, walked out and did not return.

Britti had already negotiated the lease agreement with the building’s landlord, Steven Israel,
but had not yet signed it. Cuban Star would have taken over the space currently occupied by
Organic Modernism furniture store, which decided not to renew its lease.



“If I thought it was a detriment to the building, I wouldn’t put it there,” said Israel. While he
allowed that a club would be “bad for the building,” where units range from $2 to $4.5 million,
he said “no one has ever discussed having a club down there.” The paperwork called for a bar
and restaurant.

Residents were not convinced. They targeted the meeting because they felt it was important to
take action as early in the process as possible, before Britti moved on to apply for city building
permits. “It’s about getting the license,” said Richard Winter, who lives on 26th Street and is a
member of the block association. “Once you have it, forget it.”

Dan Shulman, president of the Condominium Association, outlined the residents’ concerns,
which are based on Favela Cubana’s model: “Britti signed his name to Community Board 2’s
stipulations,” which oversees the Favela Cubana site, “that aren’t followed. He explicitly signed
a stipulation saying he will not serve alcohol on the sidewalk café after 10 and the sliding doors
must close at 10: 30.”

But Favela Cubana patrons are served drinks until closing, according to Shulman, who says that
Britti has acknowledged to him that the eastside location serves drinks past 10:30, and allows
dancing two nights a week without a cabaret license.

Britti admits that the stipulations say “that on Monday- Thursday, I have to close the doors and
stop serving alcohol at 10 30.” When asked if people get drinks later than that, Britti responded
“I never got a ticket or a violation for that.” As for dancing, he said, “Is dancing illegal?”

Paul Seres, co-chair of Community Board 4’s permits and licensing committee, commented on
Britti’s attitude. “I sat there [at the Community Board meeting] and gave the guy multiple
opportunities to change his hours and mode of operation,” he said. “The guy wasn’t willing to
work with the community.”

But Britti was frustrated because “they didn’t give me the option to stipulate” —though he
admits to not upholding his current stipulations

Currently, there are 14 establishments with liquor licenses within 500 feet of the proposed
Cuban Star. In 2009, Fondue 26, LLC filed to open a family restaurant on the block – but that
site now houses The Ainsworth, a sports bar with 25 flat screen televisions, which operates late
into the night. The 26th Street Block Association opposed Cuban Star out of fear that “this
might turn into another Ainsworth,” explained Shulman.

By mid-September, Britti “decided to squash the whole thing,” but he hasn’t given up
completely. “We’re going to proceed from here and find a new location on the north side of
26th Street,” he says, which falls in Community Board 5, not 4.

Shulman, adamant in his opposition, said that if Britti tries to open on the other side of the
block, “I would use what we’ve gathered with Community Board 5.”



August 2, 2018 
Testimony at City Hall against the sidewalk café for Calle Dao Chelsea at 461 West 21st Street. 
The following is the full text and images and illustrations for the testimony by Mary Ellen Carroll. 
 
Good Morning, 
 
My name is Mary Ellen Carroll and I am a shareholder and owner in London Terrace Towers at 465 West 
23rd Street at 10th Avenue. I have lived in the building since 1996, and in Chelsea since 1992. I am here to 
speak on behalf of my fellow shareholders and board members and in solidarity with the residents 
across the street on the south side of 23rd Street between 9th and 10th Avenue, as well as the residents 
that live in the apartments in London Terrace. I own property in the coop and have a unit above the 
restaurant Calle Dao. I would also like to note that I teach and lecture on land use policy and zoning and 
the institutions in the United States include (amongst others in the US and world), Columbia University 
here in NYC and Rice University in Houston, where we know there is no zoning.  
 
I want to begin with thanking this commission and everyone in attendance and my colleagues including 
Andy Humm and Ann Northrup and Juliana Frei who will also relate details about the application and the 
owner of Calle Dao, Mr. Marco Britti. I would like to begin by noting that there have been numerous calls 
made to 311, the restaurant management and our building management and doormen at 465 West 23rd 
Street about Calle Dao to register complaints about excessive and loud noise, staying open after hours, 
groups of people smoking in front of the residential building, vomiting and garbage. If there is some 
confusion about this in terms of what is in the 311 record, this may be because the address can be given 
as 465 West 23rd Street rather than 461 West 23rd Street, but the calls have been made. 
 
Smoking in front of Calle Dao on October 24, 2017. Patrons throw their cigarette butts on the 
sidewalk. 
 
 

 



 
 

 
  
 
 



The extracurricular activity of drinking to excess to the point of vomiting is also a part of Calle Dao’s 
history of their patrons and after hours. One thing that living atop these establishments provides is a 
direct view including the live audio of adults who are being curbed by their friends, (if they only could do 
so with their dogs) and as evidenced by the attached photo below that I was awakened by at 1 am. 
 
Calle-Dao-Man-Vomiting, Shouting-Noise-November 2, 2017 at 1 am 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Garbage 
 

 
 
 
It is worthwhile now to quote the city back to itself. In the New York City Affairs Guidelines for 
SIDEWALK CAFÉ DESIGN AND REGULATIONS GUIDE 
 
“Sidewalks are used by people to stroll, shop, or go to or from work. The sidewalks of New York City 
were originally designed for four- and five-story buildings. They now accommodate 40-story towers. In 
fact, sidewalks have become smaller as the demands of motorized vehicles have grown. In the crowded 
streets of pedestrian malls, which are closed to vehicles, shoppers accept pedestrian congestion, and 
some walkers even enjoy it. But certain vital arteries have congestion problems that can slow down the 
life of the City. (The Highline now has over 7 million people a year visiting it and who use 23rd Street as 
the primary artery, as estimated by the architects, Diller, Scofidio + Renfro and the Highline.) 23rd Street 
is one of the main arteries that shuttles people from the C and E line at 8th and 23rd Street, including the 
buses and other forms of transportation.  
 
As stated in the guidelines: On these streets, cafés are not viable options. Sidewalk safety – There is a 
need to prevent situations that would be uncomfortable and downright dangerous to pedestrians. This 
need is especially great when sidewalk cafés, which consume large portions of the sidewalks, are 
imposed upon public thoroughfares already occupied by other obstructions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Please see the following image from August 1, 2018 at 4 pm. This is typical congestion that is a 
constant throughout the day. 
 

  
 
Our concern is for the growing crowding of the sidewalk, the noise, the vomiting, the smells and trash 
(attracting vermin), the cigarette smoking--all seriously degrading our quality of life and putting at real 
risk the residents and public. It also is damaging to the unique character of this historic block in Chelsea 
on 23rd Street between 9th and 10th Avenues and has a negative impact on the buildings and residents. 
Do we have to continue to go through this with our elected officials when we have already made the 
case against this on numerous occasions?  
 
There is also the issue of the space itself where tables would fit in a space that is only 6 feet deep from 
the building. There is also the ventilation from the laundry room and the dryers that terminate per code 
from the building onto the sidewalk where they are requesting to place the outdoor tables. ADA 
compliance requires 4 feet of space and per Section 501.2.2 of the International Building Code (and 
NYC) for Exhaust Opening Protection: Outdoor openings that terminate outdoors shall be protected with 
corrosion-resistant screens, louvers or grilles and exhaust openings located in exterior walls shall meet 
the provisions for exterior wall opening protective in accordance with the NYC Building Code. (There are 
two portions of the code that deal with exhaust that list a 6 inch as well as an18 inch clearance.)  There 
is also the split lot rule and the 25 feet as you can see from the attached measurements and drawings 
does not extend to include Calle Dao. 
 



Thank you for your consideration and we hope that the Commission and our City Council and the 
Mayor’s office will consider our request against this outdoor seating and rule in favor of the constituents, 
the voters and these important quality of life issues. I would also like to suggest that 23rd Street between 
9th and 10th Avenues be rezoned as a preservation district and as considered urbanism. This block of 
23rd Street is glaring in contrast to the entire length of the street from the East River to the Hudson River 
and this is due to the historical facades as well as the landscaping. We need to preserve this in our city 
and not diminish this unique block that provides a much needed repose and provides a residential and 
well cared for entrance that introduces the present as the historical to the residents of Chelsea and the 
over 7 million visitors to the Highline. Let’s keep it that way as it is in the best interest of us all as 
inhabitants of this remarkable city.  
 
Most sincerely, 
 

 
Mary Ellen Carroll 
 
 

 
 





 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 


































